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For magnetic measiirements in triclinic crystals, directions are usually speci­
fied by the Millcrian indices of on<^  or two planes, while for many cahuilations, the 
direction cosines with reference to some orthogonal axe? y, z. are necessary. 
As an exam])Ie, siipposi  ^the 2 axis (‘oincides with tlio crystallographii* c axis and the 
X axis lies in the a - c  plane close to the a axis. The cosines of the angles bc^tween 
the various axi s^ are as follows.
a b c
X sin (cos y- -’Cos a cos ^)/sin 0
y 0 if/sin/y 0
z cos/? cos a 1
where ilf — (1 — cos  ^a —cos®/?—(jos '^ y-\ 2cos ct cos /? cos y)  ^ and is positive. The 
matrix f j]  of transformation from x, y ,z  to a, h, c, is the matrix formed by the 
trigonometrical quantities as arranged in the above table ((Jliose, 1964). These 
coordinates J*, y, z, have a slight advantage compared to those discussed by U. S. 
Ghosh and Mitra (1965), because the determinant of [J\ is positive. The values 
of [J] and [J]” need bo calculated only once for a particular variety of crystal. 
Tt may be verified that
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As shown hy Ghose (1964), a unit vector [^7/^ ] iu  x , y , z  coordinates, 
transforrnxs to a unit oovariant vector [Vp] and a unit eontravuriant vector 
in ffl, b, c coordinates such that
 ^ -  1F, Fft FJ[J]-i =  [ J ] \ V W ' ] '  ... (1)
It may ho noted that Fj, F^ , Vf arc cosines of the angles made hy tlu^  unit vector 
with n, b, c axes while | ,  //,  ^ arc those jtiade with tlu' orthog<mal x, y, z axes.
If a: h: c he the axial length ratio and (hkl) he tli(> Miuorian indices of a 
plane, then any contravariant vector lying in this plane, is given by
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whore m and n are any two numbers. For a oovariant unit vector [Vp] normal 
to this plane, [Vp][V'^] is zero for all values of m and n. H(>nc(^  wo got
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where Q is a suitable multiplier to make the magnitude of the vector oipial to unity.
Again if two planes (hM) aiul (h'k'V) arl^  both kcj)t perj)tmdi(!ular to tlio plane 
of inoasuroiiiont, then the normal to the latter lies in both (hkl) and (h'k'l') planes 
and is given by tlio contravariant vm t^or
Q.UiW -  "^0 f W -  /V/) c(hk -^ h'k)Y ... (3)
where is a suitable multiplier.
Values of //,  ^ may be found by (‘ombining eitlicr oq. (2) or eq. (3) with 
oq.(l). If ^1 , ill, are the values obtained when (J or is arbitrarily taken as 
1, then the actual value of Q or is When only th(^  ratio of
two dire(;tion (*osinos is n^juinMl, Q ikhmI not b(i (jalculated.
This matrix method of (^ahmlating the direction cosines seems to bo simpler 
and quicker than other metluxls.
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